Our goal with the Huron™ Hot Weather Uniform was to provide operators with an extremely lightweight, quick drying, durable, hot weather uniform that would be the best performing and most comfortable combat garment they have ever worn. The end result was a combination of newly developed materials & design features. It is the MOST COMFORTABLE UNIFORM YOU HAVE EVER WORN.

MATERIALS & DESIGN FEATURES:

- 3.6oz 100% ripstop nylon
- 4-way stretch Tweave
- 4-way stretch polyester with X-Static® technology
- No Fly Zone® and MCS® Blocker provides sun protection
- X-Static® prevents the growth of bacteria and spread of infection, allowing the user to wear the garment for extended periods of time without washing
- Slim cut which incorporates several adjustment points for a custom fit
- Poly mesh and poly 4-way stretch on the breast and cargo pockets, as well as the upper back, allow for air to pass through the garment during both static and active situations

Huron™ Hot Weather Uniform Blouse (HRN-HWU107-T)

- Two Breast Pockets with Ventilation
- Bar Button Front Closure
- Two Zipper Sleeve Pockets
- Waist Cinching Tabs for fit adjustment
- Anti-Odor/Antimicrobial X-Static®
- Fully vented back panel

AVAILABLE SIZES: Small/Reg, Medium/Reg, Large/Reg, X-Large/Reg & 2X-Large/Reg

Huron™ Hot Weather Uniform Pants (HRN-HWU107-P)

- Groin, waist band and knees incorporate 4-way stretch tweave for added range of motion, comfort, and abrasion resistance
- Universal Knee Pad Pockets
- Knee Cinching Tabs
- Two Front and Two Rear low profile slash pockets. The bottom of these pockets are constructed with poly mesh for water/debris drainage and airflow.
- Two Cargo Pockets with ventilation. Low profile design allows the pockets to lay flat when not in use
- Bar Button and Velcro® fly closure
- Boot Cuff Velcro® Cinching Tabs
- Internally Sewn, Poly Mesh Boot Gaiter

AVAILABLE IN BOTH REGULAR (R) & LONG (L) SIZES: 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38 & 40

Huron™ Hot Weather Boonie Hat (HRN-BH107)

- Wt. 3.00 oz.
- Construction with 3.6oz 100% ripstop nylon, poly mesh and 1” elastic webbing
- Draw string with loop lock adjustment
- Compact and ultralightweight

Huron™ Hot Weather Short Brim Boonie Hat (HRN-BH106)

- 2” Brim
- Wt. 3.00 oz.
- Construction with 3.6oz 100% ripstop nylon, poly mesh and 1” elastic webbing
- Draw string with loop lock adjustment
- Compact and ultralightweight
The Huron™ 40L Jungle Assaulters Sustainment Pack (HRN-ASP040-K) is low profile as well as extremely versatile with exceptionally advanced attributes. It’s constructed with 500d Cordura® and the outer shell is sewn out of one complete piece to provide higher strength while also creating a consistent shape throughout the height of the pack. The front includes 5 rows of MOLLE webbing to allow for scaling the pack up or down for different mission sets. The top front features a zipper opening for a full length pocket for additional storage. The sides of the pack are slick with the exception of 2 covered pockets that provide either storage or for the use of the optional Jungle Side Mesh Nalgene Pockets. Internally, the ASP040 has a small utility mesh pouch for storing smaller items as well as a hydration or communications pouch location on the internal back of the pack.

SYSTEM COMPONENTS:
- HRN-ASP040-BP 40L Jungle Assaulters Sustainment Bag with Integrated Frame
- HRN-ASP040-LC Pluma® Load Carriage Frame - 20” Angled
- HRN-ASPYAA-JP Jungle Yoke/Shoulder Adjustable Adapter
- HRN-ASP714-V Yoke/Shoulder Assembly
- HRN-ASP716-F Removable Pack Cap, Flush
- HRN-ASP-PBB-JP Jungle Adaptable Belt Assembly
- HRN-JP4LK Jungle Cinching Straps, Qty. 4

CONSTRUCTION & FEATURES:
- Wt: 5.2 lbs.
- Cubic Liters: 40L (Main Body, Flush Cap)
- Dim: 23”H x 13”W x 9”D
- Attachment Points for Removable Pack Caps
- Carry Handle
- Yoke Load Levelers adjust the pack vertically and horizontally which assists in reducing fatigue.
- Yoke/Shoulder Assemblies Offer 6 Points of Vertical Tuning
- Antimicrobial/FR Treated Padded Spacer Mesh is used on the internal portions of the pack for comfort and moisture wicking.
- Attachment Points for the Direct Action Assaulters Packs & Removable Beavertails
- Side Compression Straps change the overall capacity of the pack when areas are not in use.
- Pull-Forward Adjustable Belt Assembly

TOP LOADING
Items are packed vertically with access to the main compartment at the top of the pack. Closure: Roll-Top with Three 1” Buckles
The Huron™ Combat Tarp (HRN-CT112) is an extremely lightweight, waterproof, multipurpose, packable piece of survival equipment. Designed for both military and civilian applications, the HRN-CT112 was built for near limitless configurations.

**USE FOR:**
- Shelter (A-Frame/Lean-To)
- Roof liner to a shelter or Hide Site
- Hammock or litter
- Ground Barrier
- Quick camouflage for personnel or equipment
- Rain & Wind Protection for personnel or equipment

**ADDITIONAL FEATURES:**
- Water and Wind Proof
- Treated with a Flame Retardant and UV Inhibitor
- Constructed with 70D Urethane Coated Ripstop Nylon
- Qty. 14 Reinforced, grommet & loop locations for various configurations
- Fits up to two men
- Dim: 112"x 58" Flat
- Weight: 1.15lbs
The newly redesigned TYR Tactical® COMA Sniper Harness (TYRCOMA001-M) is an extremely lightweight versatile load carriage platform that was developed with the direct feedback from US Special Operations Snipers. The COMA features a low profile shoulder harness and cummerbund system that allows for exceptional load carriage, comfort, and adjustability. The Lower Back Panel is easily adjustable for the height of the wearer.

**FEATURES:**
- Wt. 1.70 lbs.
- One Size Fits All

The TYR Tactical® Jungle Load Carriage System (TYR-JLCB-KIT) is a lightweight, adaptable platform which can scaled up or down depending on mission requirements. The Jungle Yoke accepts our complete line of Assaulters Zip-On Platforms and also holds a 50 oz. hydration bladder when needed. The Jungle Load Carriage MOLLE Belt provides ample space for the new line of Jungle Pouches and Accessories.

**COMPONENT SIZING:**
- Jungle Load Carriage Yoke
- Sizes: Small/Medium & Large/XLarge
- Jungle Load Carriage Belt - MOLLE
- Tactical Base Belt - D
- Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, XLarge & 2XLarge

The TYR Tactical® Jungle Load Carriage System (TYR-JLCB-KIT) is a lightweight, adaptable platform which can scaled up or down depending on mission requirements. The Jungle Load Carriage MOLLE Belt provides ample space for the new line of Jungle Pouches and Accessories.

**COMPONENT SIZING:**
- Jungle Load Carriage Yoke
- Sizes: Small/Medium & Large/XLarge
- Jungle Load Carriage Belt - MOLLE
- Tactical Base Belt - D
- Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, XLarge & 2XLarge
**TYR Tactical® Jungle Medium General Purpose Pouch (TYR-JGPP-559)**
- Padded, hinged lid with 1” buckle closure
- PALS webbing for MOLLE attachment
- Side cord retention to secure stowed item
- Wt: 6.51 oz.
- 9” H x 4.5” W x 3.5” D

**TYR Tactical® Jungle PRC152 Radio with 5590 Battery Pouch (TYR-JG-CM773)**
- Incorporates an adjustable, internal wall
- Ventilation grommets aid in releasing excess heat, which may build inside the pouch
- Padded, hinged lid with 1” buckle closure
- PALS webbing for MOLLE attachment
- Side cord retention to secure stowed item
- Wt: 9.31 oz.
- 7” H x 7” W x 3” D

**TYR Tactical® Jungle Triple M4/M16 Magazine Pouch (TYR-JGPP-301)**
- Holds three M4/M16 Magazines
- Padded, hinged lid with 1” Velcro® closure
- PALS webbing for MOLLE attachment
- Side cord retention to secure stowed item
- Wt: 4.04 oz.
- 7.5” H x 2.25” W x 3” D

**TYR Tactical® Communications Pouch Jungle- MBTR Radio (TYR-JG-CM152-S)**
- Attaches upright with MOLLE
- Carries one PRC152 MBTR radio
- Padded with two side windows to access the radios controls
- Wt: 3.50 oz.
- Dim: 9” H x 3.25” W x 2” D
TYR Tactical® Patented Combat Adjustable Rifle Mag Pouch (TYR-CLPA001)
- Holds Qty.1 5.56 or 7.62 magazine
- 500-denier Cordura®
- Wt: 3.55 oz.
- Starting Dim: 4.5” H x 3.25” W x 1” D

TYR Tactical® Jungle Butt Pack (TYR-JLCB-BTPK)
- Roll-Top with 1” Buckle Closure
- Hinged Lid with 1” Buckle Closure
- Qty.1 Zippered Mesh Pocket located in the pack lid
- PALS Webbing for MOLLE Attachment
- Qty.1 Large Internal Mesh Pockets
- Engineered utilizing our revolutionary Patented PV® material
- Wt: 18.40 oz.
- Dim: 9” H x 9.5” W x 4.5” D

TYR Tactical® Jungle Butt Pack (TYR-JLCB-BTPK-MD)
- Roll-Top with Drawstring Closure
- Hinged Lid with 1” Buckle Closure
- Qty.1 Zippered Mesh Pocket located in the pack lid
- PALS Webbing for MOLLE Attachment
- Qty.1 Large Internal Mesh Pockets
- Engineered utilizing our revolutionary Patented PV® material
- Wt: 16.80 oz.
- Dim: 11” H x 5.5” W x 3.5” D

TYR Tactical® Jungle Lower Back Roll Pouch (TYR-JGPP-LBRP)
- It was designed to hold a variety of items such as a sleeping mat, cold weather clothing and other mission specific kit
- Center Zipper Closure
- PALS Webbing for MOLLE attachment
- Side cord retention to secure stowed item
- Engineered utilizing our revolutionary Patented PV® material
- Wt: 4.04 oz.
- 6” H x 15.75” W x 4.5” D
Both Mesh Pockets attach to the Huron™ PLUMA® Load Carriage Frame via low profile hook and loop.

- Dim: 7"L x 10.25"W
- Wt.: 2.40 oz.

B - Huron™ Jungle Lower Back Elongated Mesh Pocket (HRN-JP40-LBHP)
- Dim: 3.25"L x 10"W
- Wt.: 2.40 oz.

Huron™ Jungle Mesh Nalgene Pockets (HRN-JP40-NPS)
- Set of 2
- Dim: 9.25"L x 5"W
- Wt.: 3.20 oz.

Huron™ Jungle Mesh Beavertail General Purpose Pocket (HRN-JP40-BTGP)
- Attaches to the front of the pack via two separating zippers
- Dim: 16"L x 9"W
- Wt.: 4.00 oz.

Huron™ Jungle Pack Lashing Kit (HRN-ASP-JPLK)
- Qty. 1 Mesh Pocket
- Qty. 8 Cinching Straps
- Qty. 1 Ladder Strap